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Windlesham’s argument for press freedom is no argument at all but rather a rerun
of the familiar rhetoric of embattled liberalism which, by default, comes down foursquare on the side of the old world information order (read, neo-colonialism). Thus,
Windlesham celebrates pluralism in the
age of monopolies; invokes the ideology of
CAROL
WILDER professionalism in response to the crisis of
objectivist philosophies; advocates media
San Francisco State University
self-censorship, based on professional stanand Mental Research lnstitute
dards, in response to growing international
threats of statist intervention; and concludes by waving the flag in praise of the
British ability to weather crisis and the
singular role Britain has played as architect
Apology f o r
and prime defender of free speech and free
press. For Windlesham conceives of press
Broadcasting in a Free Society by freedom as a distinctly British institution
Lord Windlesham. London: Basil
(sorry, Diderot, Jefferson, Madison, et al.).
Blackwell, 1980. 172 pages.
Windlesham’s myopia regarding the virThe first chapter of this book, “The Case tues of professionalism is especially puzfor Press Freedom,” raises many important zling. He quotes, apparently without unissues-issues
like the relationship of derstanding, Tom Burns’s description of
broadcast institutions to the distribution of professionalism as a talisman that was ritupower in society, the structure of freedom alistically invoked by media workers durand control in socialist and capitalist soci- ing the period when British broadcasting
eties, the debate regarding the New Inter- was abandoning commitment to the princinational Information Order, and the role of ple of public service, upon which BBC
criticism in creating and sustaining democ- television was founded. Moreover, he cites
racy. Unfortunately, Windlesham, a former Conor Cruise O’Brien’s warning that
broadcast executive, only raises these isin the nature of broadcasting then, a
sues. He does not effectively come to terms
limited number of people operating a
with them and thus fails to advance public
limited number of channels enjoy direct
discussion. Moreover, he seems to lose
access through image and through word
interest in them altogether after the first
to virtually the whole sentient populachapter. The remaining five chapters of the
tion within their range. The general or
book consist of a folksy insider’s chronicle
partial establishment of new convenof the development of British broadcasttions, eroding public control over that
ing-complete with collegial adulations
access and conferring on the professionand good-humored asides regarding the
als who enjoy it a kind of arbitrary
temperamental eccentricities of some of
power would thus be a social event of
the major (and minor) figures who played
considerable magnitude and-on my arroles in the events described. Two appengument-of sinister portent.
dices (neither integral to the narrative) are
attached: the “UNESCO Declaration on
Critical theorists suggest that the public
Fundamental Principles concerning the control O’Brien defends has already been
Mass Media” and “Violence in Television reduced to a legalistic fiction in advanced
industrial societies. Claus Mueller (The
Programmes: The ITV Code.”
stands, the book presumes a measure of
acquaintance with Ellul that few outside of
its own pages are likely to have achieved,
and offers little compromise to the innocence of a wider readership. Still, this is a
labor of love, a work of substance and
integrity that honors both its subject and its
makers.
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Politics of Communication, 1975) and Jurgen Habermas (Communication and the
Evolution of Society, 1979) have demonstrated the role professionalism has played
in establishing new conventions of powerknowledge. Specifically, they have documented the process whereby techno-scientific expertise (professionalism) has become a para-ideology (re: Mueller) or code
of dominance in information societies. And
Dallas Smythe (Dependency Road: Com-

munications, Capitalism, Consciousness,
and Canada, 1981)has shown how the bias
of the dominator expressed through superior expertise and control of hardware rigidifies hierarchical control of media structures
and thereby aborts democratic access. In
facilely invoking the para-ideology of professionalism as solution to the crisis of
liberalism, Windlesham inadvertently underscores the failure of contemporary liberalism: its dependence on imperative control (re: Max Weber).
In sum, as apology for liberalism, Broadcasting in a Free Society is counter-productive. As history, it is moderately interesting, though it says little that hasn’t already been said-and said better-by Asa
Briggs in The History of Broadcasting in
the United Kingdom and by Tom Burns in

BBC-Public
World.
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A History of Narrative Film by David
A. Cook. New York: W. W. Norton,
1981. xxiii + 721 pages. $24.95.
Film itself is an illusion. Because of the
optical phenomenon known as persistence
of vision, we perceive a succession of still
photographs as continuous motion on the
screen. But “the only empirically real

movement in the ‘movies’ is the motion of
the film strip through the camera and projector.” With this gentle irony, David A.
Cook begins his study of the triumph of an
illusion-the worldwide growth and development of narrative film.
Cook’s story has the breadth and texture
of a twentieth-century epic. Its cast of characters includes brilliant inventors, shrewd
entrepreneurs, and visionary artists. Without inventors such as W. K. L. Dickson (the
first motion picture camera), Lee De Forest
(the Phonophone sound-on-film process),
and Herbert Kalmus (the three-color Technicolor system), film as we know it today
would not exist. Studio executives like
Adolph Zukor and Louis B. Mayer exerted
a powerful, if not always positive, influence on film history. But the protagonists
of Cook’s tale are the film-makers who
fashioned art from the raw materials of
technology and commerce.
Their work reflected important cross-cult u r d exchange from the beginnings of cinema. Cook traces the early evolution of narrative form from France (Georges M6lies)
to the United States (Edwin S. Porter). In
later years, the “anti-traditional” cinematography of German Expressionism reappeared in Universal Pictures’ horror movies of the 1930s and in post-World War I1
films noir. Subsequently, the French New
Wave revitalized the British and American
cinemas and issued a creative challenge to
film-makers throughout the world.
Of the hundreds of directors Cook examines, he focuses on three men as the tragic
heroes of their time. D. W. Griffith developed the narrative language of film and
structured the cinema as generations after
him would perceive it. Sergei Eisenstein
fused audience psychology and the Marxist
dialectic in a wholly cinematic approach to
film editing. Orson Welles heralded another film aesthetic based on the sequence
shot and advanced the poetic use of cinematography and sound.
But all three artists’ careers were sadly
damaged by external forces. Griffith and
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